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MOUNTAINS IN CHAINS
R. T. SOUTHALL
Somewhere in August 1940 I came upon Alpine Pilgrimage by
Julius Kugy. I liked the fine photographic illustrations, and as
I had the money in my pocket I bought it. Most of the book is
taken up with the Julian Alps. Kugy writes with an infectious
delight in these mountains, which he was the first to explore and
climb, often in the company of the local huntsmen and poachers.
So vivid is the feeling of pleasure as set down on the printed
page that after I had reached the end I turned to the inside of
the front cover and wrote: " Until Happier Times ...."
In 1952, it was more than essential that we visit a country
where the pound sterling was not a liability. We had heard rumours
that Jugoslavia was such an area, but no more. Alpine Pilgrimage
was got down from a bookcase, dusted and read. Here indeed
were " Happier Times." Reading Kugy again I realised how little
hard fact he puts across in his rhapsodic prose. Most of all it
was difficult to assess the. actual standard of the climbing. During
the months prior to July I did my best to gain information about
the area, without great success. After much legal and financial
jiggery-pokery I managed to import from Jugoslavia a guide book
covering the Julian Alps. This of course was in Slovene, but even
so I could see that it was written from a walker's angle. Then
on a secondhand bookstall in Vienna, a friend of a friend found
a little book printed in Klagenfurt in 1914: Fiihrer durch die
Julischen Alpen, by Dr. Rudolf Roschnik. With study this yielded
up a few of its secrets, but even so there was not much about
climbing. Routes from hut to hut were given in profuse detail,
but a route up a ridge would be nakedly described as " Schwierig
und miihsam. 7 Stunden . . . ." Efforts to get a map from the
Jugoslav National Tourist Office in London, or from its branch
in Ljubljana, the capital of Slovenia, were fruitless. I did learn
that the mountain huts supplied meals, and that by belonging to
the Austrian Alpine Oub one could gain the usual reductions
and advantages.
So, early on a Sunday morning, as we jogged along in a small
local train from Villach in Carinthia towards the gentle Karawanken range which marks the frontier between Austria and
Jugoslavia, I felt much as if I were being rocketted towards the
mountains of the moon. Small comfort to a climber to reflect on
geological information about the violent Tertiary upheaval in
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which the limestone and dolomite had been uplifted and folded to
cause pronouncedly deep valleys!
At Rosenbach the train emptied almost completely ; some
dozen passengers in a single coach, we ran on through a tunnel
and into Jugoslavia. Jesenice was the first station a dusty
industrial village where a state official changed our money into
dinars and hired an ancient Steyr taxi for us. We merely wanted
to avoid the long walk on a main road to Mojstrana, where the
Vrata valley penetrates the Julian Alps, and we thought we had
arranged this. But when we came to that village the driver never
even slowed down as he swung round into a rough country lane
and headed for the mountains. The taxi was hopelessly overloaded, but when we came to a viewpoint and the inevitable
change from lane to mountain track, it still struggled on. The
tongue-tied passengers hesitated to try and reason with a man
who had lived in the district for twenty years. On our left was
one of those over-deepened gorges, on our right a limestone
mountainside. Halfway up the steepening rise the engine gave
up the unequal struggle. Fortunately the perspiring driver kept
his head, and we hit the right bank with an ugly thud.
Somehow the empty taxi was restarted and we manhandled
it round at the next bend before taking up our packs. We were
safely out of the taxi for a few shillings apiece, and no one
wondered any more about the lack of guide books.
The Vrata valley, as we found out later, was typical of the
area, wooded and comparatively level. The trees extended high
on each side to where the naked limestone peaks, mostly in long
walls with individual summits, soared some five thousand feet
above the valley floor. We found the Aljazev Dom (3,383 feet)
well built of stone and timber. It was run like the huts of the
Austrian Alpine dub, with a good choice of meals and various
grades of sleeping accommodation available. Lunch, which we
had at a table in front, showed that we should not suffer from
lack of meat; and here we learnt that tipping is an affront in a
Communist country.
It was not until supper that we met any climbers. We heard
them approaching long before they came into sight. There was
a metallic rattle and chink, explained by the festoons of pitons
round the belts of each of them. Later we had some conversation
in German. Near the hut was a large painting of the North wall
of Triglav showing various climbing routes. This, the highest
mountain in Jugoslavia (9,543 feet), rises near the end of the Vrata
valley. The actual peak is set on a high plateau surmounting the
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great North wall, more than a mile long and over two thousand
feet high. By aid of torches we examined the map and discussed
routes whose standard of difficulty varied between II and VI with
only one of the former but plenty of the latter.
Because we were at the beginning of the holiday, we did not
feel like attempting such long climbs immediately, so the next
day we walked up to the Staniceva Koca (7,773 feet) on the Triglav
plateau. The ascent to this hut was: our introduction to the mountain paths of the Julian Alps. From the Alja/ev Dom in the valley
bottom, a path to the plateau above the North wall of Triglav
looked an impossibility. The wall appeared to continue in the
cliffs of Cmir, which rose due east of the hut. Actually we were
to find that Cmir threw down a vague ridge to the valley, and on
the other side of this there was a weakness in the line of wall.
Still this did not alter the impressiveness of the path, which was
of unrelenting steepness. Once we were clear of the trees the path
zig-zagged up the cliffs of Cmir. When there was no natural ledge
pitons and wire rope gave support for feet and hands.
Our first day at the Staniceva Koca gave us the only poor
weather of the holiday, but we were able to ascend Triglav by
the tourist route. It is a fine rock mountain; but if Kugy was to
return now he would find it a lion in chains. In his days the
traverse from Little Triglav along the summit ridge to the main
peak must have been spectacular; the way is narrow, and exposed
on both sides. But now there are steel stakes and fixed ropes all
the way, while the route up the North-east ridge is remarkable
for the hundreds of pitons lavishly grouted into the wonderfully
firm rock. As if these were not enough, there are huge steps blasted
out, so that there is no reason why any good Jugoslav, however
incapacitated by nature, should not ascend his or her highest
mountain. The Adriatic is visible on a good day from the summit,
but the peculiar red steel pillbox did not loom out of the cloud
until we were but ten yards away!
Early next morning three of us dropped down to the foot of
the North wall of Triglav. It was a beautiful day. We were off
to ascend the Slovenska route, one of the least difficult on the face.
At the Staniceva Koca was a walking party including a Serbian
student from Zagreb University who spoke French. He had
climbed the Slovenska route. In his not-very-good French he
explained details to a Swiss-German but non-climbing member of
the party, who understood him best. So via German these instructions were then put into English. What was lacking in all this was
someone to put the English back into Serbian, and see if the instructions had remained intact.
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We reached the bottom of the wall by the Prag route, which
uses the whole line of weakness already mentioned. This had a
well-devised piton section; a hundred-foot wall of water-polished
rock with a staircase of pitons making the quite impossible easy
provided one held on tight. We found the bottom of the Slovenska
route by following a line of memorial plaques to fallen climbers.
I felt our lack of Slovene eased our minds ....
In a corner behind a pile of dirty snow we roped up. The
first pitch consisted of a traverse upwards and across some
awkwardly-sloping slabs lacking anything resembling a good hold.
(Or was it that the piton had entered our souls?) Above the slabs
was a long wide terrace. A long series of chimneys should be our
next landmark, and now we saw them just above us. These, we
had gathered, would give us the best climbing of the day. What
we had not understood was that there was no way of getting out
of the top of the chimney, which ended with a smooth unclimbable overhang. We descended a little to where it was possible to
climb out on the exposed wall to the left. Here the rock was as
loose as it had been firm before. It came out in handfuls. However, we slowly worked our way upwards, going from ledge to
ledge. Narrow terraces which tend to run in horizontal bands
across the mountain faces are a feature of the Julian Alps. Some
of the climbing was difficult, as it was done as much by faith as
by anything else. Still, every foot up was one nearer the distant
plateau edge. About a thousand feet up we had some food. When
we went on again we came to an easy and less steep section, and
we were able to move together. We reached a narrow sloping
ledge covered with loose rock below a vertical tower. At one side
the ledge ended against steep slabs. We tried these without
success. The only possible way of gaining them was up a greasy
little chimney, which looked as though it had never felt the hand
of man. We tried it in turn and all thought it unpleasant. So we
crawled carefully along the ledge, sending a cascade of stones into
the void below. The end of the ledge was at the left-hand side of
the tower, and was over a steep holdless face .... So back along
the ledge we went, and once more tried the chimney. What had
been going through our minds for some time was now openly
voiced: we were not on the Slovenska route; ours was the new
Britanska, and it did not go to the top!
Needless to say, going down was a little trying because of the
loose rock and lack of good holds. We managed to get into a gully
which offered a little protection, and this led to the top of the
unclimbable chimney, into which we were able to abseil by dint
of leaving a sling behind. When we reached the dirty patch of
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snow we were surprised to realise that we had been nine hours
on the wall.
During the rest of our stay in Jugoslavia we found that what
we had seen on Triglav was typical of the Julian Alps. Mountain
peaks tend to be set on long rock ridges with the Northern and
Eastern sides steep walls, and the Southern and Western more
gradual slopes. The conventional ridges are provided with all
the aid man can devise. For the climber there is the wall, and for
the Jugoslav climber the wall and the piton with hammer. At one
hut we were interested to see a book on climbing technique. This,
fortunately for us, was profusely illustrated with line drawings.
The last three-quarters were completely taken up by what the
French call " toute la technique actuelle de pitonnage," including
the most hair-raising bivouacs.
We worked our way South through the Julian Alps to the
famous Bohinj Lake by way of the Triglav Lakes Hut, one of the
most perfectly set I have seen anywhere. In the lesser mountains
round about, the fine long ridges were devoid of any aid. Near
the Bohinj Lake we ate at one of the state hotels, where the food
was excellent and cheap. We saw prosperous and well-built
villages, and flourishing village life. By 'bus and train we went
round the Eastern side of the Julian Alps in order to arrive at
Ratece near the Italian frontier, in the upper part of the Sava
Dolinka valley. I found myself in a coach with some of the glass
missing from the windows. As there are many tunnels near Bled,
and the coal used in the engine was extremely sulphurous, I arrived
at the end of the journey in a state of collapse.
The Tamar Hut (3,693 feet) was our last hut before we left
for the High Tauern by way of Tarvisio in Italy. This is splendidly situated in a green clearing among the pines of the Planica
valley. From this hut the wonderful rock peak of Jalovec (8,810
feet) was climbed by the North couloir, and this was the only
snow gully we found. As the day was brilliantly fine, and my wife
and I were feeling energetic, we descended into the Trenta valley
to the South, and returned to the Tamar Hut by the Vrsic Pass.
During the descent to the Trenta we found ourselves on a path
which came out at the top of a steep five hundred foot wall. Now
we were to see the piton pathmaker's masterpiece. The whole of
the way down the wall was made possible by pitons: hundreds,
one might say tons, of them. All that was needed was a good
grip; but I should have hated to carry a rucksack down.
We had an affectionate send-off from the Tamar Hut, with
schnapps provided at an early hour. The guardian also produced
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modern maps of the Julian Alps: better late than never. At least
one could be used as we walked down to Ratece and the Italian
frontier near at hand. Our ten days in Jugoslavia had cost us
about 90/- each.
As we walked along the hard road from the Italian customs
post towards Tarvisio, I was thinking of Man's struggle with the
Mountains. Really, the Julian Alps had won. Man had come to
grips with the lion, and chained down one of his paws; but with
the other three he could still keep his conqueror at bay. Even if
it sets the mountaineer a peculiar problem, this range offers some
of the best and certainly the most exciting walking I have enjoyed
anywhere. Walk from Mojstrana by way of the Aljazev Dom, the
Staniceva Koca and the Triglav Lakes Hut to the Bohinj Lake,
and see how much I have left unsaid!
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